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Abstract 

Based on a concept of a reg&r heat regime a 
methodology of processing of a tbmster tanperature 
measurement is considered. As a result a radiated power 
awl effective radhting surface are obtained for a 
number of TAL eagincs. 

Introduction 

Elestric thruster, consuming a considerable part of the 
onboard power, is of a most power tense spacecraB 
part . The power which is absorbed by the thruster and 
after that radiated in a space may be of hundreds watts 
to several kilowatts. The emitting surfaces dimensions 
being limited, the thruster bulk is warmed up to 
temperatures about hundreds degrees. A certain part of 
the radiated power effects on the another spacecraft 
parts, heating them. That is why the assess of the heat 
fluxes coming out of thruster is an important 
constituent of a process of a thruster integration in 
spacecraft . This problem must has drown attention 
any team working in electric propulsion 
implementation in space programs [ 1,2]. 

The analog of the TAL heat regime based on 
mentioned specific features allows to get temperatures 
and heat fluxes estimations since a lack of data about 
heat transfer processes at the discharge area and shift 
of the emission ratios value along the thruster 
operation make the results been rather rough. That is 
why it is important for the heat problem to get 
experimental data of temperatures and heat fluxes and 
make modeling the heat release processes to obtain 
more precise initial data for modeling process 

A useful information about a thruster heat parameters 
may be derived from the analysis of the temperature 
variation in time to be measured at a number of points 
of its surface at both the thruster heating after switch 
on or cooling after switch off. Such data processing is 
of considerable use at various heat apparatus 
evaluation. A base for so analysis is the concept of a 
regular heat regime [3]. 

AlU@SiS 

The regular heat regime considers a heat transfer 
process at its stage where the specimen initial state in a 
negligible part cause the process. At that stage the 

temperature field is governed by the law Cr; -is the 
environment temperature): 

T(x, y, 5 t) -Tw = To@, y, z) e+’ (1) 

Another words, the temperature field remains the self- 
similar to be varied only in magnitude with time. That 
means that as time passes the specific regime follows 
which distinctive feature is the linear variation with 
time of the logarithm of difference between the 
specimen and environment temperatures. And in this 
case the speed of so variation is identical for any 
specimen point. 

The theoretical base for the regular heat regime is the 
Newton cooling law which was declared by Newton for 

heat transfer between a specimen and gaseous 
medium. It states the linear dependence the specimen 
temperature on the value of heat to be transferred. An 
electric thruster specific feature lies in its operation in 
vacuum, so that heat transfer goes by radiation and the 
dependence mentioned above is made nonlinear. 
Nevertheless under a certain conditions the electric 
thruster heat transfer may be reduced to the regular 
heat regime. 

Any electric thruster consists of a set of parts to be 
exchanged by a heat. Supposing the part heat 
parameters to be constant, a heat problem for it may 
be described with a heat transfer equation: 

cp(8Tidt) = AAT +p (2) 

where - c, p, k - an specific heat capacity, density and 
thermal conductivity for the piece we deal with, 

T - piece temperature field; 
p - heat release rate. 

Heat transfer between pieces may be depicted by the 
following equation 

-h(i3T/ih) = ql -qz (3) 

Where - tt - unit normal vector at any point of the 
specimen surface and qi , qs - heat to be radiated and 
accepted at the point of surface 

Upon integrating (2) over the piece bulk we obtain 
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cm@Ta /at) = h @T/i?n)ds + P 

where m-piece mass; T, - its average temperature; P - 
heat to be released in piece Integration in the equation 
has to be performed over the piece surface, in appears 
as a result of application Gauss theorem to integration 
of AT over the piece bulk. A&r substitution (3) we 
obtain: 

an@Tal3t) = 42 -QI + P (4) 

where Qr and 42 - in their nature are result of 
integration of values qt and qz over the piece surface 
that descri&e outgoing and incoming heat. 

Combining all equations like (3) for all pieces of electric 
thruster and taking into account that all terms which 
describe heat interchange between pieces to be mutually 
neglected so that only terms responsiile for heat 
radiation into space and heat coming from 
surrounding walls we can write: 

C(aT, Iat) = -R (Ts4 -Tw*) +Ps (5) 

here: C = ZI a mt - total body heat capacity; 
T, - average body temperature; 
T. - surface average temperature; 
T, - chamber walls temperature; 
P, - total released heat ; 
R = oIj st SI - summary radiant heat transfer 

ratio; 
Q - Stephen - Bohrmann constant 

Ei = I/ (I/& + (S&)(lI&w -l/E)) - 
reductant emissivity for i - piece component of body, 
which to be derived via the piece emissivity E , the wall 
emissivity srr , wall surface area S, and piece surface 
area S. As far as S, >XS, we derive 
Ei =s. If pieces emissivity difTers slightly, we can derive 

R=d&=os,S, (6) 
!&r , S. and G are an eaticient thruster surface of 

radiation, average thruster surface and efficient 
thruster emissivity correspondingly. 

Note that in actual truth we have to summarize 
combinations like anuT and QSITI which include 
corresponding piece volume and surface temperatures. 
It is correct to factor out the temperature from the 
summarization symbol if the piece temperatures di.fTer 
in minor value. Below is given the assessment for 
temperature dispersion. 

Taking the left side of equation (5) to be zero that 
means that the body to be in the state of heat 
equilibrium, we gain the magnitude of surface 
equilibrium temperature for that state. 

Te4 = T,4 + P, I R 

An important for practice case corresponds to regime 
of heating, at which a part of discharge power goes into 
the thruster body. Since almost always the discharge 
power P, is much more than power to be radiated by 
walls, the last one may be neglectA and the equiIiium 
temperature for operated thruster may be derived 8s 

Te = (P, I R)l” 

The another case cormsponds to coohng regime where 
P. is zero. For that case the thruster equiliium 
temperature corresponds to wail temperature T. = T, . 

Resolution for equation (5) is: 

ln(T, -T) -ln(T, +T) -2atan(T/T,) = -at (7) 

(on the left side the substitution also made kT. =T, 
where k, a scaIe factor, is constant because of self 
similarity of the regular heat regime, and describes a 
value of temperattue distribution i.nuniformity inside 
the specimen bulk) and 

a=4kRTe3/C 

shows the rate of thruster heat transfer. 

The temperature pace in time to be measured for a 
number of the thruster surface points at both its 
heating for operation mode and cooling for off mode 
allow to define the quihbrium temperature at warm-up 
state, and the rate of thruster heat transfer of which 
the thruster heat parameters so as a radiation ratio 

R = aC/ 4kT,3 

and power to be released in thruster 

P, = CaT, I 4k 09 

may be determined. 
Taking into account (6), we get appraisal for a efficient 
surface of radiation 

scn =aC14akT,J (9) 

To estimate a temperature dispersion let us make 
integration a boundary condition for every thruster 

piece hr(aT /a n) = - o&T4 uver that part of its 
surface which radiates in space and combine these 
equations. As a result we obtain 

(a-L Ia n) =-RT,*/h,=-P/L 

where L= Zr II St -is efficient conductivity. Than we 
can estimate an average temperature (L, -is average 
thruster length) 



T, - Te - Lo (8-L Ia n) - Te +L, P / L 

and the temperature un.Zomrity factor k may be 
derived as 

k = T, I T, -l-L,P/3c,Te 

Experiment 

Described procedure was used for processing data 
obtained at heat test thruster TAL-WSF. Fig.1 shows a 
general thruster scheme and points of temperature 
measurement to be used at following analysis. Fig.2 
shows temperature variation in time for points chosen, 
The temperature dispersion over a thruster surface may 
be derived from the data. It does not exceed dT < 15 
Co, or dT K c 0.03, justifying advent of the average 
surface temperature at equation (5). 

Plots of Fig.3 show result of employment of the 
procedure (7) to the temperature curves of Fig.2. As a 
T, the temperature of last measurement was taken. It 
was corrected yet by addition UT _ 50. The addition is 
necessary since the last measured temperature is slightly 
less than a teal equilibrium temperature that may be 
reached by thruster operation for a long additional 
time. At the time range from 2000 up to 8000 seconds 
the said plots to a good accuracy may be approximated 
by a straight lines with almost equal declination. The 
magnitude of dT, mentioned above has been chosen so 
that the plots become mostly like straight lines. 

The thruster dimensions and heat parameters to be 
needed for further analysis are shown below 

Thruster mass Mt =22OOg 
Average thruster surface s, = 530 sm2 
Average specific heat capacity 5 = 0.440 WJ gK” 
Typical length L, = 1osm 

Table I represents values for equilibrium temperature 
T, for each point of measurement and speed of heat 
transfer which is nothing but tangent of declination 
angle for lines of Fig 3. Further columns of the Table 1 
contain values for released power P3 , ef??cient radiant 
surface SepT and ef&ient thruster emissivity to be found 
by using (6) (8) and (9). 

Table 1. 

Te (Ic) 

Tl 497 

T2 513 

T3 497 

T4 503 

a.104 (l/s) P,(w) ser(all~) sa 

6.2 75 218 0.42 

5.8 72 187 0.36 

5.9 71 207 0.40 

6.3 76 213 0.41 
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For the cooling mode The temper&m variation only 
for point Tl has baa mamural. Values of the thtuster 
effective surface and emissivity to be deGned are 
pointed out below 

a = 8.92.10-S (l/s) Sa= 189.6 (cm2) E = 0.36 

Comparison with data of the Tab. 1 shows a 
satisfactory coincidence. 

Tab. 2. contains results of processing data for thruster 
operation power level 1350W . The temperatures had 
been measured at two points that correspond to points 
Tl and T# OfFigl. 

Table2 

Te (K) a. 104 (l/s) P, (W) Scf (cm2) ~a 

Tl 585 8.4 119 180 0.34 

T2 593 8.9 128 183 0.35 

And Table 3 contains data for D-100 TAL at cooling 
regime. The points of the temperatures measuring 
correspondto Tl and T6 ofFig1. 
The thruster mass and thermal data are presented 
below: 

Thruster mass Mt =79OOg 
Avartge thruster surface s, =llOO sm2 
Average specific heat capacity 1= 0.440 WJ gK0 

Table 3 

Tl 

T6 

a.104 (l/s) s&(anZ) so 

0.47 275 0.25 

0.58 337 0.30 

Conelnsionsa 

The proposed method of processing an experimental 
data of temperature variation in time allows to 
determine important parameters of the thruster as a 
heat engiue so as an average emissivity and power 
released. Despite their importance both of them are as 
a rule unknown for a real thruster engine. A reliable 
emissivity determination for a bodies of a complicated 
shape and composed of parts with difTerent emissive 
capabilities usually uses just similar procedure for a 
body cooling mode, We offer to use both the cooling 
and heating modes to get more data for analysis and 
comparison. 
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The heating mode makes it real to defme a very 
important but a most up to now vague parameter as a 
the value of heat coming into thruster elements from 
the discharge area. The upper limit of it may be 
estimated easily, it is W(l-h) whcne W is thruster power 
and h is its efliciency. It is clear nevertheless that a 
certain part of that power is utihzd for ionization, the 
another one is utilized for cathode operation and 
unknown part may be emitted by the anode in space. 
That is why it is not easy task to estimate the power 
going to a thruster body. The procedure proposed 
allows to do that. 

It is necessaq to make a number of remarks relating 
the procedure implementation. First, the data obtained 
by procedure the more accurate the less difference 
between the body and surface temperatures so that the 
factor k in (7) might be taken as unit, that means that 
power exchange between a thruster parts is more 
intense than power emission in space. The same might 
be said about the surface temperature deviation over 
the surface points. That means that the procednre is 
applicable if power flows along the surface are less 
intense than the emission. If so part exists that its 
temperature is dramatically differs tiom temperatures 
of another parts, that means that it is thermally 
insulated from another ones and must be considered 
separately. 
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Fig.1 TAL-WSE schematic and points of temperature measurement. 
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Fig.3. Temperature data to be processed by eq(..) 
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